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Title 
An investigation on the satisfaction level of residents in Jurong East with the facilities of 
shopping malls in their neighbourhood. 

Introduction 
We are investigating on the research question: Are the shopping malls(JEM, Westgate and 
JCube) in Jurong East neighborhood adequate to residents staying there? 

In a rapidly growing cosmopolitan city like Singapore, accessibility defines the epitome of a 
neighbourhood: banks, medical facilities, regional library, shopping malls, schools, industrial 
buildings providing work, a wide range of bus and train transportation and parks for leisure 
purposes which are all covered in Jurong East. Convenience for residents allows more rest time 
and family time, hence using Jurong East as an anchor to investigate our research question is 
appropriate: with an almost flawless range of quality facilities, should the residents living in 
Jurong East find the amenities such as the shopping malls not adequate or convenient, the 
success of quality housing will be greatly affected. 

To attract more immigrants to settle in Singapore, the quality of living is very important to 
make their decision, and besides attracting immigrants, taking care of the citizens’ welfare is 
equally important. This also affects the economy of Singapore should the infrastructure of 
housing facilities be promising, more investors will come. We feel that an adequate and 
convenient environment directly affects our quality of life hence to seek improvement through 
public feedback is definitely worth our time investigating. 

The issues we would like to address in this research question centres on the adequacy of 
shopping malls in Jurong East: the convenience of getting there, the quality of services 
provided and whether the facilities satisfy the shoppers' needs. 
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Methodology 

As we are conducting our research based on the public’s opinion of the adequacy of the malls, 
we will be looking at the adequacy in terms of: 

1) Whether or not it is easy for shoppers to navigate themselves around the mall 
2) I there is enough facilities (toilets, customer service)  
3)  If there is a wide enough variety and quantity of shops  
4) Location of the mall 
5) Quality of service provided 

 

In order to carry out our investigation, we will be going to the malls (Jcube, Westgate and Jem) 
in Jurong East and conduct surveys there. We will be asking residents (of all ages, races and 
gender) around the neighbourhood about their purposes when visiting a mall and if they can 
achieve their purposes in these malls. If not, what are the things that can be improved on.  

We will also be asking those who do not live there, yet still come to the malls there, what is it 
that attracts them to these malls. As we know that these malls are not as popular as other malls 
such as Orchard 313, we hope to find out if the public agrees and why or why not.  

We will go to the malls ourselves on weekends as that is when most people patronise the malls. 
Some questions that we would ask is why they choose to go to the mall (because of 
convenience, shops, food, etc), whether or not they are pleased with the array of shops there, 
and whether or not they think that it is a mall that more people should patronise. 

We will collect about 30-40 responses at least from the public about each mall and conduct our 
discussions based on our findings. Based on our findings, we hope to find out if Jurong East 
truly is a conducive environment, which meets the satisfactory of the public in terms of its 
facilities that it provides. 
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Demographic 

Some questions that we will be asking the public:  

1. Do you think that the mall is convenient to go from your home/ workplace? Why/ why 
not? 

2. Why do you usually visit a mall? 
3. How do you think the convenience of malls can be improved? 
4. Do the malls meet your needs (eg clothes, f&b options, basic necessities) 
5. What are some things that you prefer to buy from places other than shopping malls (eg 

wet market)? 
6. Is it easy to find the shops you want to go to in the mall? 
7. Are the workers there friendly or approachable? 
8. The range of goods (eg clothes food) as compared to other places eg (provision shops 

outside mall) 

Duty Allocation 

Name of Member(s) Allocated Duty 

All Conduct survey at designated area 

All Note down/record responses 

Jacintha, Xingyun Collate and organise data 

Regina, Chloe Analyse data 

Jacintha. Xingyun Write conclusion 

Regina, Chloe Update website 

 


